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Consequences of Supply-Side Ecology: Manipulating
the Recruitment of Intertidal Barnacles Affects the

Intensity of Predation Upon Them
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Abstract. An experimental manipulation of barnacles

successfully recruiting to two seashores tested the conse-

quences of these variations to predation by whelks and

the eventual population structure of the barnacles. Very

young barnacle spat were removed from some areas with

and without predatory whelks. The whelks moved away
from areas without the juvenile barnacles, but stayed and

ate barnacles present on the treatment with barnacle re-

cruitment. Predation resulted in almost complete elimi-

nation of the cohort of barnacles. In contrast, barnacles

survived and grew to reproductive sizes on areas initially

without whelks but with recruits. Because of the move-

ments of whelks and their predation on the barnacles,

the final abundances of whelks and barnacles in each plot

bore little relationship to their initial experimental treat-

ments. Thus caution is needed in interpreting the causes

of static patterns of abundance in the field, where the

processes involved earlier are not definitely known.

These results point to a need to incorporate variation in

recruitment into models of biological interactions.

Introduction

An important development in marine ecology within

the last five years has been the reappraisal of the inci-

dence and implications of variation in larval settlement

and recruitment (Lewin, 1986; Young, 1987; Under-

wood and Fairweather, 1988). Biological oceanogra-

phers and fisheries scientists (e.g.. Thorson, 1950; Coe,

1953; Ricker, 1 954; Beverton and Holt. 1957; Loosanoff,

1966) have long focussed on the settlement from the wa-
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ter column of planktonic larvae of marine invertebrates

and fishes, and their subsequent recruitment to adult

populations (and hence to exploitable stocks). Field ecol-

ogists have recently turned their attention to the magni-
tudes of local variation in this recruitment (Victor, 1983;

Caffey, 1985; Gaines and Roughgarden, 1985), and the

consequences this has for diversity and abundance of

marine species (Underwood and Denley, 1984; Connell,

1985; Peterson. 1986). This new emphasis has been

termed "supply-side ecology" (Lewin, 1986). Specific

theoretical models (Sale, 1982; Roughgarden, 1986;

Mengeand Sutherland, 1987) have been proposed incor-

porating such variation for the subsequent demography
of these "open" populations and whether recruitment

variation determines the size of populations. Variation

in recruitment is considered an important alternative ex-

planation for many ecological patterns (Underwood and

Denley, 1984;Lewin, 1986). However, community ecol-

ogists have given less consideration to the consequences
of this variation for biological interactions (such as pre-

dation or competition) among marine organisms (Un-

derwood and Fairweather, 1988).

It has been shown experimentally that variation in the

availability of different potential prey in a rocky inter-

tidal area can greatly affect predation on them (Fair-

weather, 1985, 1987). One mechanism by which avail-

ability of prey might vary is via the settlement of their

larvae and their recruitment as juveniles. In such circum-

stances, variation in the recruitment of particular prey

species might also influence the outcome of predatory

interactions and hence the structure of the community
(Underwood and Fairweather. 1988). Although observa-

tions in other intertidal work suggest these effects (Fi-

scher-Piette, 1935; Dayton. 1971;Menge, 1972; Morgan,
1972), no experiments involving manipulations of re-
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cruitmcm have ' Here I describe an experi-

ment that sim "' recruitment bv an im-

portant memK . k\ intertidal community into

areas wil predators on two seashores in

New v
. Australia. Species considered were the

barnaele ..' rosea (Krauss) and the muneid

uhelk
'

narginalba&lainville. r. rosea is the most

abundant sessile animal at midtidal levels on shores ex-

posed to wave action: M. marginalba is the most com-

mon predator in such areas (Denley and Underwood.

! >'". i ndenvood. 198la: t 'nderwood ct ul . 1983).

Materials and Methods

The experiment used simultaneous manipulations of

recruitment and predation on small patches of rocky

shore to test whether whelks are capable of responding

to a simulation of an extreme case of recruitment varia-

tion. On some shores around Sydney. NSW, Australia

(Underwood ct ul.. 1983). large areas of the midshore

were devoid of nearly all animals that, prior to 1983. had

supported dense populations of Tc\M'n>pora (from a set-

tlement in 1978: Underwood and Denley. 1984) and

their associated communities. The two seashores used

were Green Point in Broken Bay (333()' S. 15T17' E).

and Maitland Bay ( 3328' S. 1 5 1 "22' E) on the open coast.

I simulated the failure of barnacles to recruit by remov-

ing ncwlv settled individuals surrounding selected pools

on each shore. Two 400 nr sites at each of the two shores

were chosen within which at least 24 slight depressions,

pools, and small crevices could be found. All were sepa-

rated by distances of at least 2 m. These crevices were

suitable to shelter Morula (Moran. 1985). and a few ani-

mals had found refuge there. Around these pools were

generally homogeneous bare areas of at least 1 nr with

few prey (barnacles and gastropods) at a total density of

onl> about 15 per nr. In the first week of March. 1984.

I noted a reasonably dense set of Tesscmpora that had

occurred about a week before at Maitland Bay (approxi-

mately 2000 per nr) and Green Point (1 100 per nr).

Spat at Green Point may have settled a week earlier than

at Maitland Bay (pers. ohs.).

At eaeh site (two on each shore, consisting of 24 pools

each), six ),. iols were assigned to each of four treatments

(see Fig. 1 ): z < mtrol with whelks and recruits present, a

treatment with recruits removed but whelks present, a

treatment with .. Iks absent, and a treatment with both

whelks and re> ihsent. Initially, the one- to two-

week-old barn. i
<> comprised some 9S'. of the po-

tential prey on all pi uuigh it is unusual for whelks

to eat them so young;! ither. 1985). Barnacles were

not seen being eaten bv ill 1 hHks piesent at this time

and probably very lew were killed by predators during
ihc lust month (although morlalilv did occur). Barnacle

whelks

newly recruited barnacles

young adult barnacles

whelks

recruits

+ whelks
- recruits

- whelks
+ recruits

- whelks
- recruits

Figure I. Pictorial representation ot'lhe initial and hnal conligura-

tions of the loin treatments in the experiment. I he whelks .ire shown

hiding in the central crevice in each plot and the survival and growth

of the barnacles is indicated hv the number and si/es in each treatment

( t whelks/ 1 recruits are the control plots).

spat were removed from the appropriate plots by careful

scraping with a knife on the 5th and 6th of March (so

that <!()'< remained). The time taken to set this up, and

to maintain and record these plots, prevented the use of

more than one quadrat per treatment. Hence, eaeh treat-

ment pool was a replicate (//
~

6. total sample si/e
~

96).

All whelks were removed from the study sites, and then

fifty Mnniln (similar to the initial densities, see Fig. 2)

were added to the 1 -nr area surrounding each treatment

pool with whelks.

The survivorship of recruits on a small (0.04 nr ). per-

manent quadrat within each plot was recorded at

monthly intervals. The number of whelks staving in each

plot was also recorded. I he experiment ran for IS weeks.

I he numbers of barnacles at each sampling time were

analv/ed using a four factor (Shores. Sites within Shores.
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Tablo I

Examples o/ ul analysis t variance ol the numbers <if Tesseropora
at the final (/tile n = 6. Si I ex is considered a random fuelar nested

within Shores; other factors are considered fixed. NS= P > 0.05

Degrees of Mean
Source of variation freedom square
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labk II

Summur\-i'i*. ' barnacles in the experiment

Significant factors
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Figure 2. Densities of (a) whelks per m: and (b) barnacles per 0.04

m:
during the experiment. GPdenotes Green Point. MB= Maitland

Bay, O = controls, =
predators removed, A = recruits removed, A

=
predators and recruits removed. Means and their standard errors are

shown as points and error bars. ;/
= 6 replicate plots. Data for only

one site are shown for each shore because the Sites factor was rarely

significant in the analyses (see Table II).
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